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China's petroleum pricing mechanism has been implemented for three years，
during which the domestic petroleum price adjustment did attract the public's 
attention. Due to the defects, the current pricing mechanism has been fiercely 
criticized for lagging behind international price changes, the monopoly of oil 
companies, the problem of private oil company, speculative issues, etc.. To solve these 
problems, China's government needs urgently to propose a new pricing mechanism. 
In order to create a market-oriented petroleum pricing mechanism, this paper 
firstly studies the marketization process and characteristics of market-oriented 
petroleum pricing mechanism in the United States, Japan and South Korea. And 
combining with problems in current petroleum pricing mechanism of China, this 
paper puts forward that in the long term, in order to push petroleum pricing 
marketization forward, China should focus on reforms for fostering diversified market 
participants and transforming government function from price makers to 
policymakers and regulators. And then, this paper analyzes components of petroleum 
Price. By making a comparison of every component in China and other three 
countries, this paper finds that the differences of oil taxes is the main reason for the 
refined oil prices gap among different countries, and differences of the efficiency in 
the production, storage and sale are the second reason.  
Applying the Hubbert peak oil theory, this paper estimates the oil demand and 
production in 2020. Results show that the China’s oil dependence will increase up to 
67%, which means that a big shortage of oil and a high risk of influence by 
international oil prices. So, China should make domestic refined oil prices better 
reflect international prices. However, linked domestic refined oil prices with the 
international oil price does not mean that domestic refined oil price is determined 
simply by international oil prices, the domestic supply and demand should be taken 













participates and the futures markets with wide international influence in China in the 
short term, the government should choose the reasonable crude oil benchmark to 
pricing.  
However, according to the history of the refined oil prices adjustment, the 
simulation results indicate that the government adjusted refined oil prices in time 
when international oil price decreased. On the contrary, the adjustment of refined oil 
prices tend to lag behind changes in international crude oil price. In order to 
investigate if the situation will be caused by shortening the cycle of adjustment and 
changing the conditions, this paper simulates the possible stimulation by using the 
daily oil price data from 2009 to 2011. Results show that refined oil prices will be 
lower than the reality, but the times of adjustment and fluctuations of domestic refined 
oil prices will increase to some extent. 
Certain companies may be allowed to adjust gasoline and diesel prices based on 
a pricing mechanism. But the oil market is monopolized by three major petroleum 
companies (CNPC, Sinopec CNOOC) in China, no matter in the mining, refining, 
wholesale or retail section, and the share of private oil company is low. Thus, in my 
opinion, at present, it is not suitable to let oil companies set fuel prices. The urgent 
action which needs to be done is to cut down domestic refining losses of  private oil 
company.  
In the eighth section of this paper, we use input-output models and CGE model 
to estimate the effect of cutting oil taxes on inflation and economic growth. Results 
indicate that as the international oil prices raise sharply, cut oil taxes can greatly ease 
the impact of high oil prices on the overall macroeconomy. 
Based on the above studies, this paper suggests that, to introduce a 
market-oriented pricing mechanism, the government should establish a tax adjustment 
and subsidy mechanism, and solve the problem of private oil company in the short 
term. In the long term, diversified market participants and oil futures market should 
be developed. 
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